Japan And South Korea
10 Nights 11 Days

Japan is an island country located in East Asia. It is bordered by the Sea of Japan to the west
and the Pacific Ocean to the east, and spans more than 3,000 kilometers along the coast of the
continent from the Sea of Okhotsk in the north to the East China Sea and Philippine Sea in the
south.
South Korea, an East Asian nation on the southern half of the Korean Peninsula, shares one of
the world’s most heavily militarized borders with North Korea. It’s equally known for its
green, hilly countryside dotted with cherry trees and centuries-old Buddhist temples, plus its
coastal fishing villages, sub-tropical islands and high-tech cities such as Seoul, the capital.

Tour Itinerary

DAY 1 -ARRIVAL IN TOKYO
Upon arrival in the Land of the Rising Sun at Narita/Haneda Airport, the company
representative will receive you with warm welcome. He will then escort you to your hotel in a
Limousine Bus. Check in the hotel and rest for a while to get rid of the tiredness. Thereafter
enjoy the day at leisure at your own pace. Before heading back to the hotel in Tokyo to spend
overnight, have a delicious dinner at your own.

DAY 2 - TOKYO-MT. FUJI- LAKE ASHI- TOKYO
Have a scrumptious breakfast at the hotel and then settle down in a Super Luxury Coach to
reach Hakone- the sight of Mt. Fuji. Hakone which is less than 100 kilometers from Tokyo is
popular amongst the tourists because of its hot springs, outdoor activities, natural beauty and
the view of nearby Mt. Fuji. Hakone is part of Shizouka Prefecture and is the perfect place for
those looking for a break from Tokyo.
While traveling, you will pass through the busy Roads of Tokyo city. Do not forget to admire
the Lush Green surroundings of Country side during this 2 hour journey.
The tour of Mt. Fuji will kick-start with a visit to Fuji Visitor Center where you will be made to
watch an English video of 12 minutes duration with blockbuster movie soundtrack. The video
depicts a good summary of the mountain and its geological history.
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Then head towards Mt. Fuji 5th Station which places you almost close enough to grab the
summit of Mount Fuji. It’s a great spot for sightseeing for those who want to just view Mt. Fuji.
Though the shape of Mt. Fuji looks like a volcano but it has been worshipped as a sacred
mountain and experienced big popularity among artists and common people.
While at Lake Ashi Cruise take in the stunning views of number of unique sights. Take plenty
of time to cruise around all of Lake Ashi to have the best experience. The lake is known for its
views of Mt. Fuji and its numerous hot springs. A number of pleasure boats and ferries
traverse the lake, providing scenic views for tourists and passengers.
Have lunch at your own expense and convenience. Post lunch visit Mt. Komagatake Ropeway
which is highly recommended for those who wish to explore something beyond Japanese
cities. The area is also famous for being home to a treasure trove of different rare alpine
flowers and other alpine plants. Take a ride on the Central Alps Komagatake Ropeway and
enjoy experiencing one of the greatest expanses of natural scenery in Japan.
As the day retires depart from Hakone and proceed to Shinjuku Station road to spend
overnight in Tokyo after having dinner at your own expense

DAY 3 - TOKYO AT ITS BEST
The first stop in the City of Tokyo will be The Tokyo Tower which is 13 meters taller than its
model, the Eiffel Tower of Paris and the world's tallest self-supporting steel tower. It serves as
a television and radio broadcast antenna and tourist attraction. Make your way towards the
garden of eight views to enjoy the breathtaking views of nature from every angle. The park
since centuries has carefully preserved the beautiful Edo ambience. Here you can also enjoy a
traditional tea ceremony.
Next go for the exploration of The Imperial Palace located on the former site of Edo Castle, a
large park area surrounded by moats and massive stone walls. It is the residence of Japan's
Imperial Family. Visit Asakusa which is the center of Tokyo's shitamachi. It is one of Tokyo's
districts, where till date past decades of Tokyo survives. The main attraction to be visited here
is Sensoji, a very popular Buddhist temple.
Later stroll in the beautiful shopping street stretches of The Nakamise. It is lined with more
than 50 shops, which offer local specialties and the usual array of tourist souvenirs.The last
destination is Ginza for which you have to drive through Tokyo's most uptown, classy and
luxurious shopping district, filled with towering department stores and a vast variety of brand
name shops.
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DAY 4 - TOKYO-KYOTO
Post breakfast check out of the hotel and travel to Shinkansen Nozomi airport to board
a flight to Kyoto. Upon arrival, check in to the Kyoto Hotel. Spend the rest of the day at
leisure as per your own convenience. Stay overnight in the hotel in Kyoto.

DAY 5 - KYOTO-NARA
The first stop is Nijo Castle which is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and a palladium for
Kyoto Imperial Palace. Tour the historical castle which was built to provide lodging for
Tokugawa Shogun. Then later head to Kinkaku ji Temple which is also a World Heritage
Site. The Golden Pavilion s surrounded by a beautiful lake and the wooden architecture
is covered with thin layers of pure gold.
Later offer your prayers at Kitano Tenmangu Shrine- famous for being a home of the
God of Scholarship. This shrine's main hall is a designated national treasure and is a
must visit during the plum blossom and autumn leaf seasons. Do not wander where to
visit next, visit Nara Park and Todai Ji Temple which is the one of the world's largest
wooden structures. It is famous for its huge main hall and bronze Great Buddha which
offers stunning views to its visitors.
Next again visit a religious site Kasuga Taisha Shrine which is designated as a World
Heritage Site. The deer of Nara Park are thought to be the shrine messengers. Its time to
do some shopping so for that visit Nara Nagomikan which is the largest souvenir shop
in Nara. Stroll down in this spacious shop and look for a perfect souvenir

DAY 6 - DEPARTURE FROM KYOTO - SEOUL
Arrive in Seoul. Take transfer to hotel. Day at leisure. Overnight at hotel.

DAY 7: SEOUL
Morning city tour visiting Kyongbokkung Palace, National Museum and drive through
Pukak Skyway. Afternoon tour of Changdukkung Palace, Secret Garden, Namsan Tower
& East Gate Open Market.
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DAY 8: SEOUL – GYEONGJU (BY TRAIN)
Morning transfer to Train Station. Depart by Express train. Meet representative and
transfer to hotel . Afternoon Proceed for City Tour Visiting Tumhli Park , National
Museum , Anapji Pond and Shilla Kiln .
Overnight at Hotel

DAY 9 : GYEONGJU – BUSAN
Morning Excursion to Sokkuram Grotto and Pullkuksa Temple . Afternoon departure
for Busan Enroute Visiting Tongdosa Temple
Overnight at Hotel .

DAY10 : BUSAN – SEOUL
After Breakfast proceed for City tour of Yongdusan Park , U.N Cemetery and Fishery
Market .

DAY 11: SEOUL – DEPARTURE
After breakfast, check-out from the hotel. You will be transferred to the airport to board
your flight back home.

PER PERSON INR 2,78,000
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Inclusions
Air Tickets
Visa
JAPAN Inclusions
Arrival transfer to Hotel in Tokyo by Luxury Coach and Departure transfer from Kyoto
to Airport by Train.
Sightseeing Tour of Mt Fuji including Lake Ashi Cruise & Ropeway. Round trip Road
Transfers.
05 Night Stay at 04 Star Hotel with Breakfast.
Visit schedule, Full Day Tokyo City Tour.
Tokyo to Kyoto by Hi-Speed Nozomi Shinkansen.
Full Day Kyoto-Nara City Tour.
All Tour and transfers are based on SIC /PVT.
South Korea Inclusions
03 Nights Accommodation in Seoul
01 Night Accommodation in Gyeongju
02 Nights Accommodation in Busan
Daily breakfast 4 Star Hotel
City Tour of Seoul
City Tour of Gyeongju
City Tour of Busan
Return Airport Transfers
All Tours and Transfers are on SIC /PVT
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Exclusions:










Early Check-in and Late Checkout
Any other item not specified in Includes.
Travel insurance
Hotel is subject to availability at the time of confirmation.
Expenses of personal nature such as tips, telephone calls, laundry, liquor etc.
The itinerary shared is subject to change as per the SIC services.
Government service tax
Any Cost Arising Due To Natural Calamities Like Landslides, Roadblocks, Etc.
Any Increase In Taxes Or Fuel Leading To An Increase In Surface Transport.

INSTRUCTIONS:
 All rates mentioned above are a strictly for quotation purposes only
 No booking is at this stage. Vehicles/Rooms & Rates are subjected to availability upon
confirmations.
 Any special request such as (room next to each other, connecting rooms, room on the same
floor, 1 king size / 1 double bed, floor covering of any description, early check in, non
smoking room, etc. ) is subject to availability on first come first serve basis up on your
arrival at the hotel and it is totally discretionary and up to the hotel to assign.
 Midnight surcharge will be imposed for all pick ups between 2200hrs – 0700hrs
 Unutilized services are not refundable
 Booking and Cancellation based on HTT Norms: – Click here To See
 The Rates are subject to change in case of any hike in the price of fuel, Govt. Service Tax
and other levies the same will correspondingly increase our tariff with immediate effect.
 Any Additional expenses incurred due to Coach / Train / Flight Cancel or Delay, natural
disaster, Political actions and similar; must be borne by the tourists.
 All tours and transfers are included and are on SIC basis – Shared Coach
 Tips to driver and guides locally
 STANDARD CHECK IN: 1400-1600HRS (ALL HOTELS) & STANDARD CHECK OUT:
1200HRS (ALL HOTELS)
 Age for Adult: Above 12 yrs, Child: Below 11.5 yrs and Infant: Below 2 yrs.
Thanks & Regards
Hosanna Team ,
Call : +91 76398 88824 , +91 81488 88488 , 0427 – 2500800 (30 Lines )
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